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REDIX Surveillance Software

TacTicaL SurVeiLLance For muLTipLe cameraS

rEDIX (Remote Data Interface Extension) is the software based presentation and processing layer 
of the unattended ground sensor system which enables the field unit and command center to 
aggregate and analyze the critical inputs in real time over field computers and handhelds. 

This layer can be used to monitor, manage and control hundreds of sensor based system 
deployed in the field for remote sensing, surveillance and reconnaissance. It provides alerts 
regarding event of intrusion, type and kind of intrusion and can also adapt to the environment, 
terrains and deployment patterns. 

To identify threat, the field sensor unit sends the data to REDIX where SIMP (Signature 
Management Platform) refers to a signature database. The signature management system 
permits creation, administration, evaluation, optimization and distribution of signature data. 
When a vehicle passes the Seismic, Acoustic and Magnetic probes, the field computer collects 
sensor data and compares it to stored signatures. The passing vehicle is identified as the same 
type as the vehicle of the most similar signature. If no signature is similar enough, an unknown 
vehicle is reported. Data from passing vehicles can be saved and later used to create signatures. 
Reports on passing objects, including vehicles and personnel, are recorded for future use by the 
REDIX software.

The time needed by REDIX to register a signature for a passing object and to compare the 
signature with stored files is few milliseconds. That makes it an ideal tool for battle field 
deployment. The REDIX identifies the object and reports the object’s type, name, its speed 
and direction. If the set threshold level for identification is not reached, REDIX will report a 
classification of “unknown object”. Any unknown object passing can then be converted into 
valid signature files using the SIMP. 

miSSion areaS

   Monitor and Manage All the 
Sensor Units in the Field through 
a Single Interface

   Connects to Thousands of Sensor 
and Aggregates Data in an 
Intelligent Manner

   GIS Based Integration for Better 
Understanding of Scenario and 
Common Operation Picture

   Instantly be Used on Multiple 
Computers, Handheld and can 
also be Remotely Accessed

   Highly Secure with 3 Levels of 
Authentication and Authorization

   AES 256 Bit Encryption 

Features

   Auto discovers all the nodes into 
the network

   Instant monitoring of all 
the entities instantly after 
deployment

   Maintains trace record of all the 
incidents and activities

   Keep the device active, and in 
case device is not connected to 
the System, memory if flushed

   Intelligent signature management 
platform understands and adopts 
to new situations and scenarios

   Can be interfaced to other higher 
level systems and battlefield 
intelligent systems 

   Easy and intuitive interface 




